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Abstract: A cantilevered pipe conveying fluid can lose stability via flutter when the flow velocity
becomes sufficiently high. In this paper, a dry friction restraint is introduced for the first time,
to evaluate the possibility of improving the stability of cantilevered pipes conveying fluid. First,
a dynamical model of the cantilevered pipe system with dry friction is established based on the
generalized Hamilton’s principle. Then the Galerkin method is utilized to discretize the model of the
pipe and to obtain the nonlinear dynamic responses of the pipe. Finally, by changing the values of
the friction force and the installation position of the dry friction restraint, the effect of dry friction
parameters on the flutter instability of the pipe is evaluated. The results show that the critical flow
velocity of the pipe increases with the increment of the friction force. Installing a dry friction restraint
near the middle of the pipe can significantly improve the stability of the pipe system. The vibration
of the pipe can also be suppressed to some extent by setting reasonable dry friction parameters.

Keywords: dry friction; pipe conveying fluid; vibration reduction; flutter; nonlinear dynamics

1. Introduction

Pipes conveying fluid have played an important role in aerospace, marine engineering,
and the nuclear industry. For example, refueling aircraft through aviation refueling pipes
will cause flow-induced vibrations of the pipe at higher flight speed, which will affect the
practical application of pipes conveying fluid. The exploration and collection of deep-sea
oil and gas require the use of kilometer-long pipes [1,2]. Under the excitation of the internal
and external flows, the pipe may vibrate and deform greatly. During vibration, harsh and
harmful noise may be generated and the pipe system tends to be fatigued and damaged,
which may cause economic losses and serious safety accidents [3]. Therefore, the dynamic
analysis and vibration control of pipes conveying fluid have attracted much attention [4–7].

Paidoussis et al. [8–10] reviewed the dynamical behavior of pipes conveying fluid
under different boundary conditions and pointed out that a cantilevered pipe would be
subjected to flutter instability when the internal flow velocity becomes sufficiently high.
For heat-exchange bundle structures existing in the nuclear industry, beyond the onset
of flutter instability, the pipe would be subjected to periodic motion and might contact
the surrounding supporting plates or pipes [11–13]. In this case, the effect of contact and
possible dry friction between the pipe and the surrounding structures may be pronounced.
Therefore, it is inevitable to study the dynamical behavior of pipes conveying fluid with
dry friction.

In the past decades, many scholars have tried to establish nonlinear dynamical models
for the basic system of pipes conveying fluid. For instance, Lee et al. [14] derived the
governing equations of straight pipes conveying fluid from different perspectives, which
makes the longitudinal and transverse displacements of supported pipes be coupled with
each other. Tan et al. [15] were focused on the application of Timoshenko beam theory
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under supercritical conditions and showed that their theory is more advantageous at
higher flow velocity. Sazesh et al. [16] studied the flutter velocity and dynamical behavior
of a fluid-conveying pipe under distributed random excitation. On the other hand, dry
friction is a typical nonlinear force, which belongs to contact nonlinearity, and it is usually
characterized by piecewise linearity [17–19]. Dry friction can generate damping in some
cases and was also used in the manufacturing of brake pads [20] and clutches [21]. As
one of the notable works on dry friction, Ren et al. [22] applied dry friction to the support
section of a simply supported beam. By using a refined model, the elastic deformation in
the tangential direction of the friction surface was considered. Go et al. [23] performed a
mode analysis of a beam with both ends supported under dry friction by using constraint
conditions and Lagrange multipliers. Guida et al. [24] studied the dynamical behavior of a
mass system under dry friction and analyzed the influence of the different parameters of
dry friction on the equilibrium position of the mass system.

In this study, the stability and dynamic responses of a cantilevered pipe conveying
fluid with a dry friction constraint somewhere along the length of the pipe is explored.
It should be mentioned that, to the authors’ knowledge, this may be the first study dedi-
cated to the application of dry friction in non-conservative continuum system such as a
cantilevered pipe conveying fluid. The equation of motion of the pipe system with dry
friction is derived through the generalized Hamilton’s principle. From a perspective of
vibration control [25–29], by taking advantage of the energy-consumption characteristic of
the dry friction, the dry friction is also expected to be effective at adjusting/controlling the
stability and dynamics of the system of pipes conveying fluid.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a passive control method based on
dry friction is proposed, and the equation of motion of the cantilevered pipe system with
the dry friction constraint is derived through the generalized Hamilton’s principle. In
Section 3, the equation of motion is solved numerically based on the Galerkin method,
and the typical dynamic responses of the pipe are obtained. In Section 4, the algorithm
validation and convergence analysis conform the correctness of the solution method. In
Section 5, the influence of the dry friction force and its installation position on the dynamics
and stability of the pipe is discussed, showing that the presence of the dry friction constraint
can improve the stability of the pipe and suppress the vibration of the pipe to some extent.
In Section 6, some conclusions are drawn and further research directions for future research
are discussed.

2. Theoretical Model

In this paper, the dynamical system under consideration is shown in Figure 1. The
cantilevered pipe is placed vertically and connected to the ground by a dry friction restraint
at s = sd. This dry friction restraint would generate transversal friction force at the connec-
tion when the pipe is deformed at sd. Suppose that the length of the pipe is L; the mass per
unit length of the pipe is m’ the bending stiffness is EI, with E being the Young’s modulus
and I the moment of inertia; the Kelvin-Voigt damping coefficient of the pipe is E*, and the
acceleration of gravity is g. There is a fluid passing through the slender pipe. The mass per
unit length of the fluid is M, and the average flow velocity is U. For simplicity, it is assumed
that the pipe moves in a plane. The lateral displacement of the cantilevered pipe along the
y axis is represented by y(s,t), which is a function of the curvilinear coordinate s and time t.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the cantilevered pipe with a dry friction restraint.

The following assumptions are introduced: (1) the pipe centerline is inextensible;
(2) the fluid is incompressible; (3) the moment of inertia and shear deformation of the
pipe are ignored; (4) the fluid velocity is uniform and constant; (5) the pipe strain is small,
although its lateral displacement may be large. Now introduce the generalized Hamilton’s
principle [9]:

δ
∫ t2

t1

(T −V)dt +
∫ t2

t1

δW f dt =
∫ t2

t1

{MU[(∂rL/∂t) + UτL] · δrL}dt (1)

where the Lagrangian of the system includes the kinetic energy T and potential energy V
of the cantilevered pipe system, and Wf represents virtual work done by the dry friction.
The term on the right side of the Equation (1) represents the influence on the system when
the fluid flows into and out of the pipe. The position vector and tangential direction of the
pipe are denoted as r and τ, respectively, and they are given by

r = xi + yj , τ =
∂x
∂s

i +
∂y
∂s

j (2)

where i and j are the unit vectors in the x- and y-direction, respectively. In addition, the
velocities of the pipe and the fluid are as

vp =
∂r
∂t

=
.
xi +

.
yj , v f =

( .
x + Ux′

)
i +
( .
y + Uy′

)
j (3)

The total kinetic energy of the pipe and the fluid is expressed as

T = Tp + Tf =
1
2

m
∫ L

0
v2

pds +
1
2

M
∫ L

0
v2

f ds (4)

The potential energy due to the deformation of the pipe is

V =
1
2

EI
∫ L

0
κ2ds =

1
2

EI
∫ L

0

 ∂2y/∂s2√
1− (∂y/∂s)2

2

ds (5)

The dry friction force exists as a non-conservative force of the system, and its work is
given by

W = −
∫ y(sd ,t)

0
F(

.
y)dy(sd, t) (6)
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Substituting Equations (4)–(6) into Equation (1), one can obtain the governing equation
for the cantilevered pipe with dry friction:

(m + M)
..
y + 2MU

.
y′
(

1 + y′2
)
+ E∗ I

.
y′′ ′′ + (m + M)gy′(1 + 1

2 y′2)

+y′′
[

MU2
(

1 + y′2
)
−(m + M)g(L− s)(1 + 3

2 y′2)
]

+y′
∫ s

0 (m + M)
( .

y′
2
+ y′

..
y′
)

ds + EI
[
y′′ ′′
(

1 + y′2
)
+ 4y′y′′ y′′′ + y′′ 3

]
−y′′

[∫ L
s

∫ s
0 (m + M)

( .
y′

2
+ y′

..
y′
)

dsds +
∫ L

s

(
2MUy′

.
y′ + MU2y′y′′

)
ds
]

+F(
.
y)δ(s− sd) = 0

(7)

where the over-dot and prime denote the partial differentiation with respect to t and s,
respectively. δ(s-sd) is the Dirac delta function, and sd denotes the location of the dry friction
restraint. F(

.
y) is the dry friction force acting on the pipe, and the direction is related to the

lateral velocity at the location sd. When the stick and sliding occur between the contact
surfaces, the dry friction force can simulate the real situation well.

It is well-known that dry friction force is produced by applying constant pressure
to the friction interfaces. When the flow velocity exceeds a certain value, the pipe may
generate flutter instability and result in motions. Therefore, the classic coulomb friction
model is suitable to approximate the effect of dry friction. This model considers the
dynamic friction, ignoring the difference between static and dynamic situations, which is
suitable for the situation where adhesion rarely occurs. Thus, the coulomb friction model
considers dry friction as a discontinuous nonlinear load. The dry friction is proportional
to the normal pressure acting on the friction surfaces, and is independent of the contact
area. The direction of the friction force is opposite to the movement direction of the friction
surfaces. The expression of the friction force is given by [17].

F(
.
y) = µFNsign[

.
y(sd, t)] (8)

where µ is the friction coefficient; FN is the normal pressure, and sign[
.
y(sd, t)] denotes

the sign function. It is noted that sign[
.
y(sd, t)] is equal to 1 when

.
y(sd, t) is positive and

otherwise it is equal to −1.
Now the following non-dimensional parameters are introduced

ξ = s
L , η = y

L , τ =
√

EI
m+M

t
L2 , u =

√
M
EI UL, β = M

m+M ,

α =
√

I
E(M+m)

E∗
L2 , γ = m+M

EI L3g, fn = µFN L2

EI

(9)

Substituting Equation (9) into Equation (7), we can obtain the non-dimensional gov-
erning equation as follows

α
.
η′′ ′′ + η′′ ′′ +

..
η ++γη′(1 + 1

2 η′2) + η′′
[
u2
(

1 + η′2
)
− γ(1− ξ)(1 + 3

2 η′2)
]

+η′′ ′′ η′2 + 4η′η′′ η′′′ + η′′ 3 + 2u
√

β
.
η
′(1 + η′2

)
+ η′

∫ ξ
0

( .
η
′2
+ η′

..
η
′)dξ

−η′′
[∫ 1

ξ

∫ ξ
0

( .
η
′2
+ η′

..
η
′)dξdξ +

∫ 1
ξ

(
2u
√

βη′
.
η
′
+ u2η′η′′

)
dξ
]

+ fnsign[
.
η(ξd, τ)]δ(ξ − ξd) = 0

(10)

3. Numerical Solution

In this section, the Galerkin method is used to discretize Equation (10). We take the
suitable N-order modes of the cantilevered beam for truncation approximation. Then the
lateral displacement of the pipe can be written as

η(ξ, τ) =
N

∑
r=1

ϕr(ξ)qr(τ) = ϕq (11)
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where ϕr(ξ) is the non-dimensional modal function of a cantilevered beam, and qr(τ) is the
generalized coordinate of the corresponding discrete system. Thus, ϕ and q denote 1 × N
and N × 1 vectors, respectively.

By substituting Equation (11) into Equation (10), using the orthogonality of modal
functions, then multiplying each term of the equation by ϕT and integrating from 0 to 1,
the following ordinary differential equations can be obtained:

(Ml + Mnl)
..
q + (Cl + Cnl)

.
q + (Kl + Knl)q + ϕT(ξd) fnsign[ϕ(ξd)

.
q] = 0 (12)

where Ml and Mnl are mass matrices; Cl and Cnl are the damping matrices; Kl and Knl are
the stiffness matrices. The subscripts l and nl represent linear terms and nonlinear terms,
respectively.

.
q =

( .
q1,

.
q2, . . . ,

.
qN
)T and

..
q =

( ..
q1,

..
q2, . . . ,

..
qN
)T are the generalized coordinate

velocity and generalized coordinate acceleration, respectively.
We can solve Equation (12) numerically by using the Runge-Kutta method to obtain

the dynamic responses of the pipe system.

4. Algorithm Validation and Convergence Analysis

Before starting calculations, it is necessary to check the correctness of the proposed
algorithm. For this purpose, by setting the dry friction force to 0, the bifurcation diagram
of the tip-end response of the cantilevered pipe without dry friction is obtained, as shown
in Figure 2, for a pipe system with α = 0, β = 0.142 and γ = 18.9 [30]. In the calculations,
N is temporarily chosen to be N = 4, which will be analyzed in the convergence analysis.
The constructing rule of the bifurcation diagram is: for a given flow velocity, after the
responses of the pipe become steady, the tip-end displacement of the pipe is recorded when
the corresponding velocity of movement becomes 0. Thus, as the flow velocity continues to
increase, all the tip-end displacement amplitudes of the pipe can be recorded.
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α = 0, β = 0.142, and γ = 18.9.

From Figure 2, it is seen that the critical flow velocity for flutter instability and the
vibration amplitudes of the pipe predicted using N = 4 agree very well with the classical
results given by Paidoussis [30], showing the reliability of the algorithm used in this study.

The cantilevered pipe is a type of infinite dimensional continuous system. In the
application of the Galerkin method, therefore, it is necessary to examine the convergence of
the modal truncation approximation, to determine the suitable value of N.

In order to observe the effect of dry friction on the stability of the system more
conveniently, the gravity is ignored in the following analysis. The key system parameters
are chosen to be: α = 0.001, β = 0.213, γ = 0, fn = 0.3, and ξd = 0.5. The modal truncation
number N is chosen as 4, 5 or 6. The bifurcation diagrams of the tip-end responses of the
pipe with different modal numbers are given in Figure 3. It is seen that, when N is given
different values, the three bifurcation diagrams are very similar, showing that the results
of N = 4 are acceptable. In addition, when the dry friction was installed at several typical
positions, several other bifurcation diagrams for the pipe’s responses have been obtained
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by taking more extensive calculations. Again, it was found that the utilization of N = 4 is
reliable for predicting the dynamic responses of the pipe. Due to the similarity of these
additional bifurcation diagrams, the corresponding results will not be given here. To reduce
calculations, therefore, we will take N = 4 in all of the following calculations.
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5. Results

In this section, we will discuss the influence of two dry friction parameters on the
critical flow velocity for flutter instability and the response amplitudes of the pipe when
the dry friction force (fn) and the installation positions of the dry friction (ξd) are varied.
Based on this, we can examine the effect of the dry friction constraint on the dynamics of
the fluid-conveying pipe system.

5.1. Effect of Friction Force fn
For certain friction surfaces, the values of the friction force mainly depend on the

normal pressure acting on the friction surfaces. In this subsection, we will explore the
effect of different friction forces on the stability of the pipe system. Thus, the friction force
fn is respectively taken as 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 for analysis, with ξd = 0.5. The other two key
parameters of the pipe system are α = 0.001 and β = 0.213. The results of the bifurcation
diagrams are shown in Figure 4. The blue and red dots represent the bifurcation diagrams
without dry friction and with dry friction, respectively.
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Figure 4. Bifurcation diagrams for the tip−end responses of the pipe with different dry friction forces
when α = 0.001, β = 0.213, and ξd = 0.5: (a) fn = 0.1; (b) fn = 0.3; (c) fn = 0.5.

It is seen from Figure 4 that the dimensionless critical flow velocity of the pipe for
flutter instability is about 5.78 without dry friction. When the applied dry friction force is
0.1, as shown in Figure 4a, the critical flow velocity of the pipe system will increase to 6.29.
Moreover, the dry friction has almost no effect on the vibration amplitude of the pipe when
the pipe system becomes unstable. It is also seen that, when the flow velocity is slightly
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higher than the critical value, the displacement amplitude at the end of the pipe has a jump
with a discontinuous change, which may be related to the applied dry friction force because
the expression of the dry friction force is a discontinuous function in mathematical form.
When the direction of the lateral velocity at ξd changes sign, the sign of the friction force
will become opposite, and thus, a jump change in the bifurcation diagram occurs.

It can be seen from Figure 4b that when the friction force increases to 0.3, the critical
flow velocity of the pipe system will increase to 7.28. The results given in Figure 4c are
for fn = 0.5, showing that the critical flow velocity increases to 8.11. Therefore, as the
friction force acting on the pipe increases, the critical flow velocity of the pipe system will
also increase, which is beneficial to improving the stability of the system. It can also be
understood that applying a friction force to the cantilevered pipe is somehow equivalent
to adding a loose constraint or a form of support to the pipe. The larger the friction force,
the greater the energy consumed by the system can be achieved. Hence, the stability of the
pipe with dry friction would be enhanced.

When the flow velocity in the pipe exceeds the critical value, the pipe would produce
relatively large-amplitude vibration. Figure 5 shows the time history curve, oscillation
shapes, and phase portrait of the response of the pipe when the flow velocity is 7.5 under
the condition defined in Figure 4b. It can be seen from Figure 5a that the vibration of the
pipe is steady in this case, and the amplitude is about 0.5. Figure 5b shows the oscillation
shapes of the cantilevered pipe at this flow velocity, indicating that the response of the pipe
mainly contains the first- and second-mode components of a cantilevered beam. The phase
diagram given in Figure 5c shows that the pipe vibrates in the form of a limit cycle motion.
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Figure 5. Dynamic response of the pipe with dry friction when u = 7.5: (a) Time history curve of the
tip−end of the pipe; (b) oscillation shapes of the pipe; (c) phase portrait of the tip−end of the pipe.

5.2. Effect of Installation Position ξd

Next, we will discuss the effect of the installation position of the dry friction restraint
on the stability of the pipe system. The location parameter ξd is set to be 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and
0.9. The other key parameters are chosen to be: α = 0.001, β = 0.213, and fn = 0.5. The
obtained bifurcation diagrams are shown in Figure 6. When the installation position of
the dry friction restraint is ξd = 0.3, it can be seen that the system is subjected to flutter
instability at u = 7.72. As the flow velocity is in the range of [7.73,7.87], compared with
the pipe without dry friction, the displacement amplitude at the free end of the pipe is
significantly reduced. When the flow velocity continues to increase, however, the effect of
dry friction on the vibration amplitude of the pipe is not pronounced.
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When the installation position is ξd = 0.5, the critical flow velocity increases to 8.11, as
shown in Figure 6b. However, when the installation position is ξd = 0.7, Figure 6c shows
that the critical flow velocity of the pipe system is reduced to 6.36. As the installation
position ξd continues to increase to 0.9, it is found that the critical flow velocity of the pipe
system decreases obviously if compared with the pipe without the dry friction, indicating
that the stability of the pipe is weakened in this case. For ξd = 0.9, the pipe begins to lose
stability at the flow velocity u = 4.89, which is much lower than the critical flow velocity
ucr = 5.78 for a pipe without dry friction. As the flow velocity continues to increase, the
displacement amplitude at the tip-end of the pipe would gradually increase. Therefore, the
result for ξd = 0.9 shows that the application of the dry friction might be detrimental to the
stability of the pipe system in some special cases.

In order to better observe the dynamical behavior of the pipe after flutter instability,
we further calculated the time history curve of the pipe with ξd = 0.3 and u = 7.8, as shown
in Figure 7a. It is noted that the pipe vibrates periodically, but the vibration amplitude
of the pipe with the dry friction constraint is much smaller than that of the pipe without
dry friction, again, showing that the application of dry friction restraint can suppress the
vibration of the pipe. The phase portrait and power spectral density (PSD) curve of the pipe
with dry friction at this flow velocity are given in Figures 7b and 7c, respectively. The phase
portrait is shown as an ellipse-like shape. It is noted that the phase portrait of Figure 7b
is not a strictly periodic motion. This is because that the maximum displacements of the
pipe in this case might fluctuate slightly, resulting in a relatively disordered PSD curve.
However, since the fluctuation of the displacement of the pipe is relatively small, the pipe
may be still considered to be in a periodic-like motion.
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Figure 7. Dynamic response of the pipe with dry friction at the tip−end of the pipe when u = 7.8 and
ξd = 0.3: (a) time history curve; (b) phase portrait; (c) PSD curve.

Thus, through numerical calculations, we have analyzed the influence of dry friction
on the stability and vibration response of the pipe. It can be seen that the critical flow
velocity of the system can be greatly increased by installing a suitable dry friction support,
which provides a new idea for the passive control method in the dynamical system of pipes
conveying fluid. As a result, the dry friction force and the installation position have a great
influence on the overall dynamical behavior of the pipe, and the vibration amplitude of
the pipe can be greatly suppressed in certain ranges of flow velocity. Therefore, these two
important system parameters of dry friction can be adjusted to improve the stability of the
pipe system.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a dry friction constraint is introduced in the passive vibration control
of cantilevered pipes conveying fluid for the first time. The equation of motion of the can-
tilevered pipe with dry friction constraint is derived first through generalized Hamilton’s
principle. Then, the equation of equation is discretized based on the Galerkin method,
and the dynamic response of the pipe with dry friction constraint is obtained by using a
Runge-Kutta algorithm.

Through extensive calculations, the dynamic responses of the pipe under different
dry friction parameters are analyzed, focusing on the effect of the friction force and the
installation position of the dry friction restraint. The results show that the critical flow
velocity can be greatly increased in many cases when the dry friction restraint is introduced.
Thus, the greater dry friction can significantly improve the stability of the cantilevered
pipe. At the same time, the dynamic response of the pipe can be also greatly affected by
the installation positions of the dry friction restraint. When the installation position is near
the middle of the pipe length, the critical flow velocity can be significantly increased. If,
however, the installation position is close to the free end of the pipe, the additional friction
restraint may decrease the critical flow velocity, which will cause the pipe to be more prone
to instability.

In future studies, it is expected to extend the basic idea of this study to the vibration
control of pipes conveying fluid, from the single-point dry friction mode proposed in this
work to an optimized multi-point dry friction mode. In particular, according to the modal
shape characteristics of the unstable modes of the cantilevered pipe, it is also expected to
design some special multi-point dry friction constraints for improving the control effect.
Indeed, the control methods based on the idea of nonlinearities including dry friction are
becoming an attractive topic in the field of dynamics and vibration control of fluid-loaded
structures such as pipes conveying fluid.
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